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Hot Wheels 2017

Information:

Name: Hot Wheels

Theme: Racing

Production year: 2017

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers
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5 pop bumpers

2 eject holes

2 spinners

2 ramps

3-bank spot targets (1)

5-bank drop targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Hot Wheels 2017 Table
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
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Really great game!

+phenomenal art style
+hours and hours of fun

-dunno. Not sure how I should put this, I payed 5.99 USD and normally it is 11.99, if I am correct, and I don't feel like I got my
moneys worth even that low of a price. I respect small Indie Dev's and I don't mean for this to come across harshly, I can
understand making a game with small budget or maybe this had a normal sized one, not entierly sure, it felt extremly on the low
side with the quality that it was released in. I bought this for a fun cheap horror experience and honestly the scariest part was its
unpredictable AI. That sounds like the making of a good game right, unpredictable AI, not knowing what the AI would do next,
some prime suspense? Not in this sense, its not unpredictable in a good way. The AI constantly glitch or feel like they're on a set
grid to walk or move on, they would stand still and suddenly you would be dead without knowing what happened. Some rooms,
notably the Library, when you sit or jump would make the games audio\/music raise in pitch of a second. It is pretty funny when
you do it really fast, but immersion breaking. I hate leaving bad reviews but I honestly did not enjoy my experience with this
game. If you can buy it for less than 1.50 USD then sure get it, why not, that is about as much as a phone game. It makes for
some pretty funny glitches that a group of your friends can enjoy watching together.. A precious gem. It's cleaned up a lot of the
messy bits of the first game, but somehow the story doesn't resonate as powerfully. Maybe because it focuses strongly on a few
characters, rather than keeping the ensemble feel of the first story. Still, another delightful, incredible, brilliant game.. I bless
the rains down in Africa.. great OST! i recommend it
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it is pretty interesting for some brain-teasing...although towards the end it kinda gets unreasonable hard IMHO. pretty cool
game, but nothing special. better than a lot of other crap out there i'm sure, but not spectacular.

one thing i can say is that i never, not even once found a bug\/performance problem with this game, unlike most of the other
games i've played on steam, but considering the system requirements that's not an epic compliment. you can also fully edit the
controls, something that isn't completely typical of all steam games, and i appreciated that.. Fun farming game. More intricate
than it looks.. It is one of the best games for the Vive in my opinion! It is running very stable, no FPS problems and it is scary as
hell. If you play this game you better get a towel, because you will sweat. And that sweat isn't just from moving but mostly from
being so scared! The campaign is really cool, introducing new enemies over time and increasing the difficulty.. I like that its
some kind of parody from vice city,
the voice actings are really funny and the dialogues are to
you have to enjoy the good things in here, its entertaining!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KWR_sd1BYkA. seems good, however it did not recognize my mouse input at all except
for the scroll wheel, which was odd. idk if that's just something specific to my mouse(razer naga hex version 2, btw) or just the
teaser being wonky for me for some other reason.. This game is comedy gold. Play it with a partner for a better experience. I
was fortunate enough to be a part of the beta testing in this game and it is a blast! Played it for the first time since release last
night with a friend and we had so much fun. It's definitely stressful with how much is going on as well as the fast pace of the
game, but it adds up to a lot of fun. This is recommended for anyone looking for a good time with some friends as well as ruin
friendships. Also the single player that has been implemented so far is alright with the bots, but the bots could use some work as
the continues to be updated.
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